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SHOTGUN COMBO is a Pinoy funk rock outfit hailing from Metro Manila 

(Lagro, QC). Their music is a mixture of funk, rock, hip hop and electro 

with a dash of naughty lyricism. 

The band’s followers, (who also called themselves as Shotgun Warriors) 

described the band’s music as Nu Phunk or Funk Core. A fresh new take 

on the music infected, reflected and championed by their fallen heroes 

such as FrancisM (RIP) and Karl Roy (RIP) of POT. The need to continue 

their heroes’ music and legacy is one of Shotgun Combo’s main objective. 

by PATRICK BRIONES
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Some of the band’s greatest achievements are: 

•     Winning the grand prize and proclaimed as 2016 - 2017’s RED HORSE 
BEER PAMABANSANG MUZIKLABAN CHAMPIONS. 

•     Sharing the stage with MEGADETH and other international and local 
acts in PULP SUMMERSLAM 17

•     Performing at Rakista Radio’s RAKRAKAN FESTIVAL 2017 & 2018

•     Being part of Slapshock’s 20 Years Anniversary and Masters of 
Mayhem tour

•     Having the top 4 spots on Rakista Radio’s daily most voted tracks 
for months for the songs Bastos, Badtrip, Labahita and Mahiwagang 
Butas.

•     Performing at Pepe Smith Rock Fest - A gathering of all musicians 
from different decades.

•    Performing at One Sound PH - an event live streamed and aired 
simultaneously by 5 top fm stations in the country

 Shotgun Combo released and launched a full length album entitled 
“GARANTISABOG!”. Consisting of 14 funk drenched tracks. They also 
released and launched a music video for their 1st single “Labahita”. The 
band performed all throughout the metro and out of town either as a 
main act or alongside other prominent bands.
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OFFICIALLY FORMED: March 2014
GENRE:    Nu Phunk / Funk Core
FACEBOOK:    facebook.com/shotguncombo/ 

MEMBERS:
Cris “Izzy Stone” Genato – Vocals
Brian Carlo Sta. Ana – Guitars
Johnson Espadilla – Bass
Polo Auxtero – Drums

MUSICAL INFLUENCES:
Local: FrancisM, P.O.T., Elastic Fantastic(Erectus), Slapshock, 
Juan Dela Cruz, Eraserheads, Magnum Opus, Bernardo Carpio, 
Rocksteddy, Tito, Vic & Joey, Wolfgang, The Youth and 70’s pinoy 
funk/disco.

Foreign: RHCP, RATM, Extreme, Spin Doctors, Primus, Kid Rock, 
Beastie Boys, 311, SOAD, Twelve Foot Ninja, Mr. BIG, Deep Purple, 
Led Zeppelin, Bonjovi, Aerosmith, Silverchair, Foo Fighters, STP, 
Nirvana, Bullet for my Valentine, The Beatles, Mother Earth, John 
Scofield, Infectious Grooves, Skrillex, Knife Party, Butch Clancy, 
Jimi Hendrix, 70s Disco, Parliament Funkadelic, Tower Of Power 
and James Brown.
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FIRST OF ALL, HOW LONG HAVE YOU ALL KNOWN EACH OTHER? HOW 
DID YOU MEET?

Brian: Some of us have known each other way back before Shotgun Combo, 
maliit lang kasi ang circle ng musicians sa Lagro QC. Our previous drummer, Roel 
“Boyet” Robleado (RIP), introduced Cris to me. We have this other band called 
Arko, and we often tag him along on some of our gigs, he also sometimes sessions 
for us, that’s how I met Cris. I met Johnson through Cris din and later on Polo 
(who originally is a member during the early years of Shotgun)

HOW THE BAND WAS FORMED? 

Brian: “Shotgun” started out around 1999(Ask Cris and Polo) but the new setup 
as “Shotgun Combo” was formed around 2014, it’s more like reformatted rather 
than formed I guess.

Cris: Hmmm let’s see… As far as I can recall, I think I met Polo 13 years ago 
at kuya Olan’s rehearsal studio in Lagro and eventually we became drinking 
buddies and bandmates, but it was a different band back then… Brian and I met 
11 years ago when my bestfriend Boyet (their drummer in a band called Arko) 
invited me to one of their gigs and they let me jam and then later we would 
hangout whenever they have band practice… and Johnson, I met this quirky 
guy 9 years ago in Novaink Tattoo Shop (He was a tattoo artist there)  at 3am 
because a friend of mine took me there to drink… Hahaha!

WHAT’S THE ORIGIN OF THE BAND NAME?

Brian: With regards to “Shotgun Combo” when we all decided to change the 
music from Punk Pop to Funk Rock and also changed the visuals (masks and 
skirts), we decided to give “Shotgun” the name a fresh new start and add a little 
quirk to it, so I suggested adding a “Combo” which usually describes bands back 
then and it somehow resonates a bit of what you’ll get listening to the new songs.

Cris: I think it’s safe to say that we all came from good bands that ended 
prematurely. It just so happened that we crossed paths at a time when each of us 
is yearning for something more, refusing to set our dreams aside and work to be 
a white collared slave (no pun intended).

CAN YOU PLEASE DESCRIBE THE BAND’S SOUND?

Brian: It’s hard to put our music in a box or describe it, but, I think it’s a mixture 
of everything we love listening to before and of course having Funk as the 
common denominator. Listen to our songs and help us describe it. Hahaha

Cris: Naughty, Angst, Funk, Rock.



WHO WRITES YOUR SONGS? COULD YOU 
BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE MUSIC-MAKING 
PROCESS? 

Brian: I guess, mostly me. Sorry long answer, 
here goes...

I usually think of a theme that no one else has 
written about or are seldom used as topics.

So it’s a phrase, a word or a theme.

Then the actual writing process is quite fast 
for me, most of the songs I’ve written (for 
Shotgun Combo), I usually wrote them while 
taking a dump and finish the same time after 
the business (Lol it’s true!!!). Although it’s 
easier to arrange songs for me, I find it hard 
to write “naughty” lyrics at first. I’ve written 
“decent” lyrics more than a hundred times for 
different bands and artists before, but when 
we started out with the “naughty” concept, it 
became a challenge for me at first, until I tried 
writing in the toilet and the rest is history. It 
somehow worked for me.

We try to make our songs have a bit of humor, 
uniqueness and some sort of a balance with 
the music (technically speaking, not becoming 
too complicated but also not too “pop-ish” like 
with the chord progressions and stuff). I got 
tired of writing love songs, tired of writing 
something that someone had already written 
about over and over, plus it won’t match 
the band’s theme. There are tons of other 
interesting stuff to write about, we just have 
to find them.

Cris: Brian is the genius behind the 
songwriting process… Plus he writes fast! Not 
to mention that he can finish a whole damn 
song in just one sitting (on the toilet bowl) 
Hahaha! Galing! But each of us has his own 
contribution…



INDIVIDUALLY, HOW DID YOU GET YOUR FIRST BREAK IN 
THE MUSIC SCENE?

Brian: As a musician, I started out as a ‘bandang Dredd’ during my teens, 
recorded albums with my previous bands, then became a session musician for 
different artists. Then I worked as a musical scorer/sound engineer for TVC, TV 
shows and indie films later on. For Shotgun Combo, our first break was when we 
submitted our 1st four(4) songs to Rakista Radio, (Bastos, Badtrip, Labahita and 
Mahiwagang Butas). Surprisingly a lot of people voted for them and liked them. 
As a result we got the top 4 spots for months. This was pre-Muziklaban era.

HOW DIFFICULT FOR YOU GUYS STARTING OUT AS SHOTGUN COMBO?

Brian: Maaaan, it’s really hard and often times frustrating, there’re tons of 
hardwork involved in all aspect of it. From writing, arranging, recording, to 
finding gigs, the business side of music and etc. Finding your “sound” is really 
challenging but also rewarding at the same time.

Cris: It was very hard. Hard to book gigs. If we did manage to book one, no other 
people would come and watch.

Polo: I was originally a member of Shotgun before it became Shotgun Combo; 
however, we got disbanded for some personal reasons. When I got back with the 
band, it’s a little bit hard because they play a different genre than what we play 
before, medyo challenging pero astig.

Johnson: Time and commitment.

WHEN AND WHERE WAS YOUR FIRST GIG AS SHOTGUN COMBO? ANY 
MEMORIES OF THAT GIG?

Brian: I think it was in San Beda College, when they invited us to perform. That 
was the time we just reformatted the band or is it 70s Bistro? Can’t remember 
sorry hahaha

Cris: March 26, 2014 at 70’s Bistro

Johnson: Una kung salpak As Shotgun Combo, memorable sakin yun, kasi 
kasabay agad mga kilalang banda sa music scene’ may halong kaba at 
excitement, First time ko rin kasi nun maka tugtog sa 70’s Bistro. At unang beses 
ko nakita mga idol sa eksena ng musika..

Polo: My first gig as Shotgun Combo was at Seldo Dos, an event by Nineworkz 
Production. It was a great night because we were lined up with amazing bands 
and we were like drunk as sh*t



YOU GUYS ARE THE 2016 RED HORSE BEER PAMBANSANG 
MUZIKLABAN GRAND CHAMPION. WHO DECIDED  
FOR YOU GUYS TO JOIN? HOW’S THE EXPERIENCE?

Brian: Funny story, I was really skeptic at first, given there are lots of rigged 
competitions and all(even international ones) and I’m against making bands 
compete against each other.  You can’t tell which one is better, especially with 
different genres. Everyone is unique, each in their own way. What changed my 
mind during that time was we we’re supposed to release Garantisabog! album 
and “Labahita” music video. So we thought that it might be a good platform to 
further expose our music to a new and a larger crowd. We thought “kahit sa 
elims lang umabot ok na, pwede na pang dagdag sa makakakita kapag ni-launch 
na yung album and music video...”. So we all decided to join just to get a larger 
audience. We never expected that we’ll make it ‘till the end. We have to wait and 
then launched everything after. It’s an amazing experience.

Cris: At first we were hesitant to join because of so many factors. Then two 
friends, Kevin and Lee, told me  “why don’t you guys just try it out? Even if you 
don’t win, you’d still get a good exposure and experience out of it.” That somehow 
convinced me and I talked to the boys and that also convinced them I guess... The 
whole experience was mind-f*ckin’ AMAZING!!!

Johnson: Si Cris. Una ayaw talga namin ni Brian. Dahil nga yung 
kompitensyahan sa ibat ibang mga banda pag dating sa musika; Hangang sa huli 
ayon na nga “Sige subukan natin wala naman mawawala eh’’ Manalo matalo, 
hindi naman siguro yun magiging sukatan. Manalo matalo tuloy parin tayo sa 
ating propesyon, basta gawin lang natin ang gusto nating gawin. Experience? 
Syempre masaya kaming lahat iba’t ibang mga tao nakaka rinig ng kanta namin. 
Masaya kasi madalas libre ang beer hehe…

Polo: It was actually friends who told us everytime we perform that why don’t 
we bring it on a bigger stage and join the biggest rock competition in the country. 
Hindi sya planado, biglaan na lang kaming nag decide na, sige nga, tara try nga 
natin. And then there it went, we won! That night was very emotional for us and 
memorable of course. F*cking great experience as a musician.



I KNEW THAT THIS IS YOUR 
FIRST TIME TO JOIN A 
BAND COMPETITION AND 
FORTUNATELY YOU WON; 
DESCRIBE THE FEELING AFTER 
YOUR BAND WAS NAMED AS 
THE GRAND CHAMP?

Brian: It was the greatest feeling 
of all. Unfrigginbelievable and 
unfugginforgetable

Cris: We didn’t expect that we’d be 
chosen throughout every stages 
of the competition. From the live 
auditions to the area qualifying 
round to the semi-finals and 
eventually to the grand finals. The 
hell we did’nt expect to win. But 
when the host announced our band 
name in the finals, it was like close 
to the feeling I got when I first held 
and  saw my baby boy for the very 
first time. I was overwhelmingly 
happy…

Polo: It was very overwhelming 
because all our hardwork paid off. 
Then after that night, my facebook 
was flooded by friend requests haha. 
Ang kulit

Johnson: Hindi pa rin 
makapaniwala dahil madami 
talagang magagaling na 
participants.
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‘GARANTISABOG’ THIS IS YOUR FIRST EP ALBUM, CAN YOU TELL US 
THE STORY OF THIS ALBUM? 

Brian: It is also our first album’s title plus the apostrophe (!) - GARANTISABOG! 
As I’ve stated above, when we decided to change our sound and visuals, 
obviously, we needed new materials so we wrote new stuff that matches the new 
theme and set aside all the songs that we have. 

Although those that are set aside are also enough to record 1-2 albums, we 
didn’t care. We love the challenge. We got tired of writing and performing for 
the masses. This time, we have to do what we want to do. Write what we want to 
write. If we’re gonna go down, we’re gonna go down in our own terms at least.

Cris: The whole album is based on one of our songs in the album… Mahiwagang 
butas… That was our key… And the name of the album “Garantisabog”, I heard 
that from a close friend of mine (Rex) say it describing his manhood in a 
humorous manner… I can still recall his exact words “Ako pa tol! Garantisabog 
to brad!” Hahaha!!! The whole album was recorded, mixed and mastered at 
Brian’s PC at his house with him doing the  sound engineering stuff and on a 
zero budget with countless hours and sleepless nights…  

Johnson: Si Brian nag decide na palitan ang genre ng Shotgun Combo. Galing sa 
alternative gawing Nu Phunk or Funk Core. Napag usapan din yung babagay sa 
attitude at character ng bawat isa samin at nag agree naman ang lahat na sige 
gawin natin yan ayos yan!!

AND WHICH OF TRACKS IS YOUR PERSONAL FAVORITE AND WHY?

Polo: My fave in the album is Badtrip because of the RATM like riffs and the 
heaviness on the chorus part. I also love the spoken words part.

Brian: Hmmm, hard to answer because I like all of our songs, they each have 
their own unique charm.

Cris: Aside from the track Badtrip because it’s a song I wrote out of personal 
experience, and I love all our songs in the album, my personal favorite is Untog 
Kita Sa Muscle Ko… Coz its funny…

Johnson: Para sakin halos lahat ng kanta gusto ko, pero isa lang namumukod 
tangi, ang kantang “BASTOS” kasi nakuha agad ang tunog ng Shotgun Combo sa 
kantang Bastos sa unang EP na nilabas namn.



MOST OF THE SONGS ON THE ALBUM WAS KINDA NAUGTHY SO HOW 
YOU GUYS HANDLE CRITICISMS AND ALL THE BASHING BECAUSE OF 
YOUR SONGS?

Brian: What other people didn’t know or understand, is that we expected all of 
it waaay before we wrote new materials for the album, of course, waaay before 
Muziklaban. Sinadya’ namin lahat. We knew that our songs would tickle some 
tight panties in the process. We want it to, that’s the plan. Bad publicity is still 
publicity. 

These people didn’t notice us before, when we wrote “decent” songs, back then, 
when we were writing for “them”. We even won a slot for a song at Jam88.3’s 
Fresh Filter, the winner gets a regular air time. 

But no one noticed.

Fast forward: So after years of releasing the new “naughty” songs, we we’re like, 
where are they? Kasi walang nagrereact ng masama, puro positive feedback and 
trip din naman nila. Akala namin di tatalab yung plan.

..and then we won Muziklaban... Ayan na sila hahaha. Bands need strategy 
too, but there are some bands that get off from shaming others, If that’s their 
strategy, we get it. But it’s not our style. We always respect other musicians, 
whatever their style and endeavors are. For those who bashed us for our songs, 
all we can say is... The plan worked! Sorry you all fell for it. Thank you very 
much! Hahaha peace and love! :)

Cris: Everybody is entitled to their own opinion. We don’t give in… We just let 
them be… If they don’t like it, it’s okay… If they do, then Thank You!... Respect… 
and you shall be respected…

Johnson: Hinahayaan nalang namin sila, kung anuman sabihin nila. Iba iba 
kasi talaga ang mga tao. Basta kami samin, masaya kami sa ginagawa namin sa 
banda, nag eenjoy kami sa tugtugan namin.

Polo: Actually it was already expected before we recorded the songs. For me, 
just do what you love to do, write what you love to write, and express what 
you want to express. We respect all their negative and positive opinions on our 
songs, but still bad publicity is still publicity anyway. Goodvibes lang.



THE MUSIC VIDEO ‘LABAHITA’ WHO 
CONCEPTUALIZED IT? CAN YOU GUYS 
TELL US THE STORY ABOUT THE 
MAKING OF THE VIDEO? 

Brian: I think I did, but actually, the 
concept was just to create a performance 
video, we didn’t have the budget back 
then, we didn’t have anything back then, 
so we just made the most of what we 
can, from friends that are willing to help, 
to stuff that we already have and are 
available to us. Yes it involved planning, 
pero most of it like the dance parts were 
impromptu. Shout out to Ivan Raquid of 
Squid Media and G-Spot dancers.

Cris: I think it was Brian’s concept but  
not everything did go as it was originally 
planned… And so there were last minute 
changes from the casting and the scenes…

Johnson: Si Brian at yung kabanda nya 
dati sa Arko si Robert ivan Raquid. halos 
lahat naman may dinadagdag na ideas 
pero si Brian halos lahat nag isip ng 
concept.

IN YOUR OWN WORDS WHAT IS 
‘LABAHITA’?

Brian: Legs, they are beautiful whatever 
the size or color or surface. There is peace 
in lying down or cuddling to someone’s 
legs. May lambing factor. Yung Labahita 
na isda naman, masarap isahog sa 
munggo.

Cris: Fish! With wow legs! Hahaha!

Johnson: Isang “ISDA” oh isdang 
LABAHITA’ na pwede mo isahog sa 
monngo.

Polo: In my interpretation it’s my favorite 
girl body part.
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ANY COVER SONGS YOU LOVE TO PERFORM AND WHY

Cris: Take The Power Back from RATM… It’s a great song… The message is 
liberating…

Brian: Give it away by RHCP. This song exactly defines what type of music I 
personally like.

Johnson: Kabataan Para sa Kinabukasan by Francis Magalona the message of 
the song is very encouraging.

Polo: Our cover that I love to play the most is Take The Power Back by RATM. 
Simply because it’s my most favorite band.

WHAT WAS THE BEST THING THAT HAPPENED TO YOUR BAND SO FAR 
AND ANY MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE(S)? 

Brian: Winning Muziklaban and having new friends along the way. Hearing 
people sing your song.

Cris: And to perform at the PULP Summer Slam. That was really BIG for us.

SIR JOHNSON, WHO INSPIRES YOU ON YOUR STYLE OF PERFORMING? 
ESPECIALLY ON WEARING A KIMONO?

My bandmates especially Brian, he encouraged me to explore more in my style 
of music . About the Kimono, well actually it should be a ‘daster’ but I, or we, 
decided not to go with it. At first, I wore bathrobes when I play, the Kimono was 
first introduced when we started to shoot our music video for Labahita. It helps 
me to gain more confidence and put style on our performance and the rest was 
history.

CAN YOU TELL SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR BASSIST?

Polo: Magaling wala akong masabi. Makulit parang may t*e sa pwet

Brian: Basta may bulati sa pwet, malupet.

Cris: Short, thick lips, kinky long hair, kind and definitely a nice guy.
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WHAT’S THE CRAZIEST THING THAT’S HAPPENED ON TOUR?

Brian: While we’re in a hotel in Isabela(yata?). We drank so much RH til’ 
daylight, we video-ed ourselves singing 90s pop songs on the hotel room’s porch 
and then one of us slept in the lobby, hindi makatulog sa kulit ni Cris sa room, as 
usual, yung unang bumagsak burot. Hahaha

Cris: In the hotel room I remember having a dump and  I deliberately didn’t 
flush, Johnson came in next and when he put up the toilet seat to take a dump 
too, I could hear him scream and curse and immediately rushed out of the 
toilet… That was a classic! Hahaha! And Brian was able to film the whole thing! 
Hahaha!!!

Johnson: And I remember that I slept at the lobby area of the hotel.

Polo: It was a gig in Isabela, din*g-style ni Cris si Johnson sa kwarto. Ending, sa 
lobby natulog si Johnson. We can show you the video. Hahaha…

WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FROM YOU GUYS AFTER THIS INTERVIEW?

New materials are ready, we’re going to hit the studio again soon to record a new 
album, shoot a new music video and a coming up tour. And new merchs!

DURING YOUR FREE-TIME, HOW DO YOU SPEND IT?

Polo: We spend most of the time with our family, of course. Pero madalas din 
kami magkita-kita and mag bonding kahit walang gig or practice.

Brian: Family time, hanging out with friends and bandmates, my guitar and 
reading.

Cris: With family, bandmates and friends…

Johnson: Pag aasikaso sa bahay, mamalengke, mag luto, mag laba, mag tattoo, 
makinig ng music, sumipra, mag ensayo, pero madalas kaming mag kita kitang 
mag kaka banda, kahit walang ensayo binibigyan namin ng time yung banda 
madalas kaming mag bonding.
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YOUR DREAM COLLABORATION?

Polo: RHCP, P.O.T., Francis M. and Slapshock

Brian: SLAPSHOCK!!! Tito Vic & Joey. For 
foreign, RHCP of course.

Cris: Francis Magalona and Karl Roy.

Johnson: Red Hot Chili Peppers and Mr. Big!

WHO’S YOUR FAVORITE MUSICIAN?

Brian: The ones who respect other musicians as 
well. Whatever the gear, skill and status. Those 
who don’t are scum.

Cris: Shotgun Combo… Hahaha!

Johnson: Michael Peter Balzary a.k.a Flea of 
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, Mally Paraguya of 
P.O.T., Buddy Zabala of the Eraserheads and Billy 
Sheehan of Mr. Big

Polo: RATM, Dream Theater

LOCAL CELEBRITY CRUSH?

Brian: ALICE DIXON! Naunahan ako ni Daddy Rey 
nung last issue hahaha!

Cris: Anne Curtis!

Johnson: Maine Mendoza and Barbie Forteza

Polo: Pia Wurtzbach

WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE POP ARTIST?

Johnson: A1
Polo: Backstreet Boys
Cris: Pink
Brian: Savage Garden
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PLEASE DESCRIBE EACH OF YOUR BANDMATES IN ONE WORD

Johnson: Polo – Hangin; Cris – Timbangan; Brian – Tubig
Brian: Cris – Earth; Polo – Wind; Johnson – (&) Fire

Cris: Johnson – Kangkarot; Brian – Kuya; Polo – Kadyot 
Polo: Brian – Kuya; Cris – Tito; Johnson – Bunso

TOP FIVE MUSIC ON YOUR 
PLAYLIST RIGHT NOW

Brian:
Give It Away – RHCP
Take the Power Back – RATM
Get the Funk out – Extreme
Jimmy Olsen’s Blues – Spin Doctors
Coming For You – Twelve Foot Ninja

Cris: 
Take The Power Back – RATM
Langit – Slapshock
Monkey On My Back – P.O.T.
Fortune Faded – RHCP 
Untog Kita Sa Muscle Ko – Shotgun 
Combo

Johnson:
Around the World – RHCP 
F.Y.B – P.O.T. 
Ito Ang Gusto Ko – Francis Magalona
One Hand Killing – Twelve Foot Ninja
Believe – Two Ton Shoe

Polo: 
Know Your Enemy – RATM 
The End of Heartache – Killswitch 
Engage
Laid to Rest – Lamb of God
Paradigm Shift – Liquid Tension
As I Am – Dream Theater



What advice do you have for people who want to form 
their own bands? And any few words to your supporters, 
families and anyone you would like to thank.

JOHNSON: Hard work and be passionate about it.

“Maraming salamat sa lahat ng patuloy na sumusuporta 
at naniniwala samin, sa mga tropa, mga tropang banda, sa 
pamilya ko, sa mahal ko kay Mickann, sa Red Horse Beer 
and Red Horse Muziklaban, sa lahat maraming salamat, 
sana wag mag sawa sa OPM, sa pag suporta sa sarlling atin.”

POLO: Just play what you want to play and believe on 
your capacity as a musician. Never give yourselves a limit 
and never mind those negative people around you. And 
TEAMWORK!

“Thank you so much to my family, my partner Rochelle, 
my son Zildjian, and my daughter Amber for being an 
inspirition. Salamat din syempre sa mga kaibigan namin 
na laging naka suporta at hindi nagsasawa sa music namin. 
Shotgun Warriors and syempre sa Redhorse Beer maraming 
thank you!”

CRIS: Love your craft. Don’t ever give up! Fight for your 
Passion! Love your bandmates. Practice!

“Big Thanks to those who liked and loved our music. To Red 
Horse Beer for the opportunity. Our Shotgun Warriors, to 
our friends, to our whole crew and to each of our families…  
Thank you for the understanding and patience and love!”

BRIAN: Be yourself, find your voice/sound and own it. You 
have to enjoy it too (very important). Shot lang

“I’d like to thank my family and friends, my bandmates and 
their families, our crew, Shotgun Warriors and Red Horse 
for believing in us. ng shot, combo lang ng combo.”
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DEPRESSIONDEPRESSIONDEPRESSION
BY: AMY ALBA

This August 2018 article might serve as an eye opening for 

everyone who’s experiencing “Depression” or “Anxiety”. For 

some, this isn’t a big deal and just a drama of the people whose 

experiencing it. But for people like me, who experienced and 

survived this, I want you all to take a minute and read on what I 

have to say in this article. This won’t take long and I promise to 

make it short for this month.



To be honest, this isn’t just about me, this is actually for the 

people who’s feeling the same way. Keeping it strong on the 

outside but feeling so weak on the inside. Who wanted to burst 

out, who wanted to scream, yet all they can do is ‘smile’ in front 

of everyone surrounding them and faking it until they’re all 

alone.

These people could probably anyone inside your circle, the 

one’s you look up to, a role model, an inspiration, the clown 

of your squad, your best friend, siblings, parents, partner, 

etc. Depression don’t even choose who to target. The ones 

who’s experiencing this, needs to be heard, needs the proper 

attention.

The cause cannot be determined on just work stress, grief, loss 

of a job, illness... Most people experience these feelings daily, 

without a known stressor. Depression can interfere with the 

ability to carry out every day activities such as getting to work 

on time, proper self-care, and/or caring for children and elderly.

So please, to all of you who’s reading this right now, ask 

the people who’s really close to you, that is starting to act 

differently. Listen to what they have to say. Be patient.

Don’t give up on them that quickly because you might be the 

reason someday, that they overcome Depression.



P H O T O G R A P H Y

by GLADYZ CANILLO

Central Colleges of the Philippines
BS Computer Science

Gear: Sony A6000 and NEX-7
fb.com/PatrickBrionesG1206/ 

“Photography is the story i fail to put into words – Destin Spark”.
But for this issue we will not just let the photo speaks for themselves 

instead we will push our photographer to let us sneak on what’s 
behind the lens; about his life, love, and passion for photography. 

Let us know more about the “everyone’s tito”, our very own unplug 
official photographer/content writer – our Tito Pat!
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who is?
I really don’t label myself as 
professional photographer, instead 
I prefer to be called as a photo 
hobbyist. Since high school 
my hobby is really taking 
photos. I remember those 
time yung usong camera 
ay de film pa, that you 
have to shoot the best 
angle you possibly 
could or else sayang 
yung film. 

As a skilled photographer I think I start with cosplay 
photography tapos shift to different field then  now I am 
enjoy more doing music photography especially now that 
I am part of Philia and Xpelium as there official photographer. 
Enjoy lang!



CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT YOUR 
BACKGROUND AND HOW YOU 
GOT INTO PHOTOGRAPHY?
Like I said earlier it all started in my 
high school days, second year to be 
exact. I love taking photos of my 
friends and up untill now I really have 
bunch of old photos of them minsan 
pang throw back at minsan pang 
black mail na din hahahaha. So since 
then I already knew that I love taking 
photographs. It’s like love at first sight 
and siya na – she’s the one, I mean 
yung photography. 

Around early 2000 I start attending 
anime/comic conventions only to 
support my cosplayer friends and 
not totally as a photographer but 
then because I always bring my Sony 
W50 which is just a 6 megapixel (my 
first digital point and shoot camera) 
they appreciate my photos but of 
course what do we expect from a 

6 megapixel na point and shoot, so 
may kulang but still it took me certain 
years before I bought my first DSLR, 
year 2009 to be exact and so that’s 
the beginning, I immediately took 
the basic photography course under 
my mentor and still my mentor and a 
good friend Nathaniel Salang then the 
rest is history.

WHAT PHOTOGRAPHY GEAR(S) 
DID YOU TAKE WITH YOU?
My Sony A6000 and NEX-7 bodies, 
16mm with fish eye converter, 18-
105mm, and 50mm Sony lenses. I’m 
also okay with phone photography, 
again with my Sony phone (Sony 
endorser lang).

WHICH ONE IS YOUR FAVORITE 
LENS AND WHY DO YOU  
PREFER IT?
I love my 50mm lens because it’s 
sharp and fast. 
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NOWADAYS ALMOST EVERYONE 
HAS ACCESS TO DEVICES WITH 
WHICH IT IS POSSIBLE TO TAKE 
PICTURES. WHAT CAN YOU 
SAY ABOUT OTHERS CLAIMING 
WE DONT NEED TO BE A 
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER 
TO HAVE A GOOD PHOTO 
PARTICULARLY NOW THAT INSTANT 
FILTER AND EDITING IS JUST A 
ONE CLICK READY?
Everyone can take photos, everyone 
can say they are photographer. For me 
photography is a form of art, we can 
do whatever we want but in the end 
what matter most is the end output. 
It is really depends on the perspective 
of a shooter and of course the viewer 
on how they interpret the photos if it’s 
good or whatever. 

So in general context whether we  
use low, mid, high-end camera even 

mobile phone in taking photos as long 
as you feel happy about the outcome, 
you captured that special moment, it’s 
good! 

About the instant filter and editing, 
I think if you don’t have a good raw 
photo or the one that you really want 
to capture, with or without editing it 
won’t add anything. Simply as – good 
photo comes first editing or filter is 
just an add-ons.

HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT 
SELECTING WHICH PHOTOS TO 
KEEP/DISCARD?
Every after shoot I review all of my 
photos what is for deleting or to keep, 
then after some months or a year I get 
back to it then review it again then 
this is the time I do the final clean-up.



WHICH EDITING SOFTWARE DO 
YOU USUALLY USE? AS HOW 
GOOD WOULD YOU DESCRIBE 
YOUR SKILLS IN THAT SOFTWARE?
As what I mentioned earlier I’m not 
really into editing so I might say I’m 
in average in terms of editing, Adobe 
Lightroom is enough.

WHAT ARE THE USUAL POST-
PROCESSING STEPS THAT YOU  
DO ON SUCH IMAGES?
It is so basic. I check the exposure and 
play with the colors and cropping, if 
I’m on the mood I apply some ‘presets’ 
and that’s it.

WHO INFLUENCED YOU THE 
MOST?
Nathaniel Salang, Ricky Ladia and 
Lito Sy. I learn a lot from them, they 
influenced me and keeps on inspiring 
me to push through within this passion 
of ours. I love their works!

ANY HOBBY ASIDE FROM 
PHOTOGRAPHY
Before I’m a hardcore gamer - arcade 
games (old school). But when I started 
working I limit myself playing. 

WHAT IS YOUR FIRST DSLR 
CAMERA?
Nikon D40





WHAT IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE 
MOST IMPORTANT TO CONSIDER 
WHILE SHOOTING IN CONCERTS/
GIG/MUSIC FESTIVALS?
Exposure and composition! And lots 
of PATIENCE.

WHAT’S THE BIGGEST LESSON 
YOU’VE LEARNED SO FAR IN 
CONCERT/MUSIC PHOTOGRAPHY? 
Playing with lights, there’re times so 
challenging to deal with stage/set up 
with poor or too much light but still, I 
love to play with lights.

DO YOU HAVE ANY RITUAL/
ROUTINE BEFORE AND AFTER 
DOING SOME SHOTS?
I’m very particular in composition 
before taking the shutter and other 
elements (lights, exposure, and 
framing). If the performer / band 
is new to me I watch them first so 
I will be familiarized about their 
movements. For the after routine, I 
guess because I’m such a minimalist 
less processing is the routine itself.



CAN YOU TELL US YOUR MOST UNIQUE/UNFORGETTABLE/WEIRD 
EXPERIENCE
Unforgettable, April 29, 2017 at Pulp Summer Slam covering Megadeth live on-
stage. I remember during their first song my hands were shaking and I can’t focus on 
taking photos. I was literally struck seeing Dave Mustaine live! Weeeeee and always 
grateful for my Philia family for that opportunity. May isa pang unforgettable eh 
pero saka na lang! HAHAHAHAHAHA…

Weird, when someone says “Pwede po magpa-picture sa iyo?” Kasi bihira mangyari 
yun eh. I found it weird but I truly appreciate it kahit dinedelete naman nila after or 
never namna nila ipopost hahahaha. Still, thanks to you guys!

WHICH MUSIC PHOTOGRAPHERS DO YOU ADMIRE?
Rey Teves, Roxanne Nebres, Magic Liwanag, Kris Rocha and Gee Garcia. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS YOUR GREATEST ACCOMPLISHEMENT AS AN 
EVENT PHOTOGRAPHER?
When someone truly appreciates and value my passion/works, that’s all.



WHAT IS YOUR MOTIVATION/
INSPIRATION IN PHOTOGRAPHY?
I feel motivated by sharing my 
knowledge and giving advises (if 
there’s any) and helping others as 
much as I could, as long as I can. I have 
this personal mantra that I keep on 
saying to myself that - take photos as 
much as you can! It might be your last 
photo so give your best shot! People 
might forget who am I, but hopefully 
they will remember my photos. 



ANY MESSAGE TO ALL ASPIRING PHOTOGRAPHER, 
ANY TIPS.

PLEASE LEARN THE BASIC! It’s a big factor and a big 
advantage on your journey if you master the basic. Invest 
on skills, study, learn, and practice. Then eventually create 
your own style / signature style of making photographs. 
Learning and practice is a never ending cycle. Get up 
and go outside! Don’t be afraid to take photos, start to 
appreciate your own output if you are really passionate 
about it, then DO IT!  Don’t just do photography because 
of the “LIKES” and shares from different social media 
platform, do it because you love it. Also, it is more 
satisfying and fulfilling if you PRINT your photographs. 
Participate on photo contests, showcase your works. Don’t 
limit yourself! Push yourself MORE! BE PATIENT. And 
SHOOT IT RIGHT!
ANY FINAL THOUGHTS?

First of all thank you so much to Ma’am Gladys Canillo for 
giving me a hard time answering the questions. Hahahaha! 
When I read the very first question may tumulong dugo 
agad sa telepono ko . ang lalim naman kasi ng tanungan 
eh. But seriously maraming-maraming salamat for the 
continuous support and for helping me to make this article 
possible. I owe you a lot. 



To everyone who keeps on believing and supporting me 
through my passion in photography maraming salamat 
most especially to Sir Nathaniel Salang and Sir Ricky Ladia 
thank you so much! My colleagues and shooting buddies 
at LensPH thank you. To Boss Charles Mangubat, Boss 
Direk Jeremy Abano and Wilbert Lamsen thanks for all 
the help. To my loved ones and friends inside and outside 
the music scene, all the bands and artists who keeps on 
supporting and believing in my works, most especially 
to my Philia familia for always trusting me and my kids at 
Xpelium THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH AND I LOVE YOU 
ALL.

Most especially to my Boss Ria Bautista maraming salamat 
sa opportunity and for the trust.  When she offered me to 
write I was hesitant because I don’t have any background 
in writing, I am not really a grammarian sometimes hindi 
na kinakaya ng powers ko so tagalog o tag-lish na lang. 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA…  Maraming salamat Boss Ria!

To Dawn Montoya pasensya na sa pangugulit ko minsan 
ha! And the rest of the guys from UNPLUG MAGAZINE, 
MARAMING SALAMAT sa lahat! 

It’s been a year since I started to contribute here in 
UNPLUG so technically IT’S MY ANNIVERSARY ISSUE! 
AND MY BIRTH MONTH! HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME! 
YEHEEEEEEEY!

For those aspiring photographers and hobbyist like me, 
don’t let your talent be forgotten. Get out and show it to 
the world spread what you can do. Be PASSIONATE, GO 
FOR IT! No one can stop you. Don’t be afraid! Never stop 
learning!

KEEP SHOOTING at MARAMING SALAMAT!!!
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ETHEREAL SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN:

THE POETICS OF 
CLOCKWORK  
ORANGE
A glimpse on this post-hardcore band from Cavite that 
you should definitely check out!
by Don Vittorio Villasin

Tracing its roots from Cavite 
underground music, Clockwork 
Orange is a Melodic-Hardcore / Post-
Hardcore band that was formed 
in 2016. While not technically 
confined to a specific category or 
genre, the group refers to their 
style as “Melodic Hardcore/Post-
hardcore-ambient”, which is always 
a continuous exploration and 
experimentation. Their name comes 
from the critically-acclaimed Stanley 
Kubrick film, “A Clockwork Orange” 
which is itself based on the Anthony 
Burgess novel, whose themes 
explore morality, and the nature of 
society.

Brief History
 The band was the brainchild 
of its original members: Gil, Mark, 
Renz, Denver, Erwin, and Gio, with 

Gio being replaced by Reynan after 
a few gigs. Their line-up dramatically 
changed due to three (3) members 
deciding to part ways with the band 
because of personal reasons. The 
remaining band members found 
difficulty to restart the band, but 
eventually picked themselves up by 
recruiting guitarist Bryan (who was 
Gil’s childhood friend and bandmate) 
and Renz (a common friend). 
Through collective effort in terms of 
musical interests and ideas, the band 
as it exists today was born. Their 
current line-up consists of Mark 
(Lead vocals), Jepoy (Backup 
vocals, Guitar 1), Gil (drums), 
Renz (Bass guitar), and Bryan 
(Guitar 2).



Musical Styles Influences
 Their sound is influenced by 
a huge variety of musical styles 
and influences. Ranging from 
jazz and blues, alternative-rock 
including OPM groups, experimental 
/ progressive rock, to deathcore 
bands of the late-90s to early 2000s, 
to emotional hardcore and its 
contemporary revival movements, 
to present post-hardcore outfits. 
The band members list the bands 
that influenced them the most: 
Slipknot, Alesana, Erra, Veil of Maya, 
Underoath, Born of Osiris, Chon, 
Intervals, Polyphia, Departures, 
Vacant Home, Counterparts, Cradle 
of Filth, Taking Back Sunday, 
Incubus, Foo Fighters, Red Hot Chili 
Peppers, Coheed and Cambria, The 
Used, Hawthorne Heights, Deftones, 
Korn, Cypress Hill, Faspitch, and 
Eraserheads.

 The band describes their 
writing method, musically and 
lyrically, as mostly a collaborative 
effort. Each member of the band 
critiques one another, offering 
suggestions, paving the way for 
more possibilities in the final output. 
The motivations for their lyrics are 
mostly cathartic in nature. The band 
gathers up emotions, social realities, 
and personal experiences to make 
lyrics and transform it to satisfy 
and music lover’s pleasure. Their 
song, “InSickness and InHealth” in 
particular, explores themes of loss 
and broken vows with the lines “…
forgotten words / like prints that 
were washed away / cascaded by 
memories…”. 



Future Plans

 Clockwork Orange strives to continue making music that 

they like, delighting fans in the Philippines and abroad. They have 

recently uploaded the official audio for their single, “InSickness 

and InHealth” on their official YouTube channel, and are working 

on releasing more of their music on online-streaming platforms 

and music stores.

 Their EP entitled “Ethereal Sunset”, will have its 1st leg of 

launches at Checkpoint Rock Bar in Paranaque this coming August 

4. The EP will feature four tracks that drummer Gil describes as a 

“fusion” of their signature Melodic Hardcore sound and elements 

of Post-Hardcore and ambient. Second and third legs of their EP 

launch will be held on Darkside Bar, Caloocan on September and 

Cavite (the final date still to be announced soon), respectively.



The band give their heartfelt words 
of appreciation to their fans who 
continuously support them and their 
craft, and implores them to continue 
supporting the local underground 
music scene. Further, the band wishes 
to express their gratitude to the 
following people and groups whose 
inexorable toiling has placed them 
where they are now: “Pinapasalamatan 
pala naminn ang aming Family and 
Friends syempre sa Manager namin 
si Jeez ng Mr. Elephant Productions, 
sa writer namin nito si Don Vittorio 
Villasin, Solid Empire Productions, 
DropBy Productions; sa Sponsor namin, 
ThreeBlindEyes, Sneaky Movements, 
Cali cartel, Columbia cartel, at FvsK; sa 
mga sumusuporta samen sa Rockaholic 
Rebels PH, Rakista ng Paranaque, 
Rakista ng Cavite , our Brothers from 
Los Pollos Hermanos , 300Violin 
Orchestra , Wake of Extinction, 
Lovescene, Proj X, lahat kau kilala niyo 
na kung sino kayo.” 

 With steady gigs both inside and 
outside Cavite, Clockwork Orange’s 
trajectory in the underground scene 
proves that their creative prowess, 
lyrically and musically, bridges gaps 
and genres. Catch them at your local 
rakista bars and events!

PHOTO CREDITS TO: 
(c) Jayson Trangia 
(c) Chester Malamug  
(c) Trexie Marabe
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It all started on July 2012 when AJ (vocalist) and Roi (drummer) 
decided to form this band and is now known as 300 Violin Orchestra, 
as their former band chose to have separate paths to walk through. 
Year 2015 when Mark (bassist) joined the band, and just recently, 
2017, Earl (guitarist) and Bryan (guitarist) also became members.

After 6 years, last July 14, 2018, the first leg of their album launch 
had become one of the biggest events in 300 Violin Orchestra’s 
journey. They had shaken the ground together with other bands such 
as Sunflower Project, Gust, Save the Fall, Los Pollos Hermanos, 
Clockwork Orange, Fherrond, Dying Manifesto, Calvario, Totu, 
Sweet Escape, and Steadfast.

The name of their album, Chapters, came after one of their previous 
songs which was all about the experiences of the group. Exploring 
the Chapters will lead you to enjoy their tracks The Solid Empire, 
Robot, The Invisible Pink Unicorn (feat. Mr. Tom Parong of Los 
Pollos Hermanos), Existence (feat. Mr. Mark Custodio of Clock Work 
Orange), Divine Goose, Spectrum (with their guest musician, Mr. Da 
Gelling of 123 Pikit and Ms. Jayra Bugayong of Stella), Pale Blue Dot, 
The Flying Spaghetti Monster, and Spectrum (Reprise).

I must say, it was not just a successful album launch; hence, it was 
really a blast. They made Rakista ng Parañaque, Rakista ng Cavite, 
Rockaholic Rebels Philippines, Laguna Death Threat, Batibot ng 
Bacoor, Budotcore ng Cavite, and other rakista communities united 
for this big event.

By: Bea Krizza M. Vallejo

CHAPTERS
A L B U M  L A U N C H



The band would like to express their 
thanks to Solid Empire Production and 
3 Days Of Darkness, who made this 
album launch possible. Also, count in 
their media partners: Pulp Magazine, 
Unplug Magazine, Rakista Radio, 
Modern Ground Recordings, EMS 
Music Studio, Notes and Lyrics Band 
Rehearsal Studio, Three Blind Eyes, 
Unsafe, Balian ng Leeg, and Hardcore 
Worldwide Philippines. And, of course, 
their sponsors: Magnus Clothing Co. and 
Maginoo Rockabilly Barbershop.
Keep yourself updated for their second 
and third leg as they want these 
succeeding events to be held in Cavite, 
their hometown. They will be splitting their 
Cavite leg into two parts to cater all the 
bands and friends who wanted to express 
their support by performing with them.

300 Violin Orchestra wants to show 
their gratitude and gratefulness for the 
people who stood behind their backs and 
supported them to make this album launch 
a bomb. It really took their career to the 
next level.

PHOTOS TAKEN BY:  
CHESTER MALAMUG
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KEVIN NOVENARIO-NAVEA | GUITAR

You transport us to alien places with your odd use of guitar 
effects. How do you choose which guitar effects to use for 
our songs? 
Alien places. Haha! I guess my effects choices really start 
coming together around the last part of any particular 
composition cycle. I find it really helpful to listen to what 
everyone else is doing first, so that I can fill up the spaces 
with weird but hopefully appropriate sounds. Another thing I 
like doing is mimicry. I enjoy trying to replicate sounds from 
different instruments. It always creates sort of an eerie feel: 
something that simply resembles the intended original sound, 
but not quite there. 

So far, do you have any favorite pedals? Why? 
Oh I really enjoy every pedal I have on my board, but I would 
say that my two most used ones are my main drive and reverb. 

I use Mark V Tonescientist's Shredhead because it creates 
really rich (and if necessary, gritty) tones for both rhythm and 
lead parts. And it's Filipino-made! 

For my reverb, I use a Strymon Big Sky pedal. It's a really 
awesome tool if you want to fill up the musical space but not 
be too overbearing. 

Hindi ka ba nakukuba sa bigat ng dala mo?
Well, madalas kapag galing ensayo masakit ang likod ko, lalo 
na't third floor tayo nagja-jam. Pero okay lang. Fun sounds 
over back problems.



REBEL ALDEGUER  | GUITAR

You have a playful folk sound and your melodies remind me 
of The Doors. I know you're into the '60s rock sounds too, 
but which of your influences do you channel the most when 
you're writing with BATB?
When I build my part sa songs natin, I just listen to your 
melody & whatever the band has initially drafted. I just tinker 
with my guitar intuitively & come up with the best notes I 
like. Pag kuntento nako, tsaka ko lang marerealize na tunog 
The Doors pala o LedZep or some other band that I love ang 
lumabas.

What's your favourite guitar to use for our songs? Why?
 I just love the Les Paul! I've tried Fenders, Ibanez, PRS but 
always went back to my LP so I decided Gibson Les Paul na 
lang cocollect ko. The necks playability is so easy plus I love its 
classic badboy looks

What other genres would you like to learn and explore  
with BATB?
Faster tempo Rock. Tipong Black Betty ng Ramjam. Pero I've 
also always been a Glam Rock guy- where showmanship and 
visual style is important. Guitar solos too. Di ko memorized 
subgenres but the music/bands' style I'd like to learn are 
RATM, U2, MUSE - nagagandahan ako sa music na mga yan 
kung ano man subgenre nila.

Nakakailang beer ka bago malasing sa gig?
2-3 beers sarap ng gig, masaya. 5-6 beers pwede pa rin 
feeling magaling pero hit or miss ang tunog. 
10 beers uwian na.



RHEY CONCEPCION  |  BASS

You're the most experienced musician in the group and you 
make us groove unfailingly. How do you compose your bass 
lines? 
 Ang secret sa masarap na bassline ay yung groove at timing 
with the rhythm section (most especially sa drummer). Every 
note is important kung paano mo i-express sa tugtog. 
Depende sa genre. May ibang kanta na need more basslines 
at sa iba poste lng.

What are the challenges you face playing with us newbies? 
Yung totoo. 
Una medyo nahirapan ako, pero nag-adjust ako para maka-
blend ako sa tugtugan natin. Dikit lagi sa drummer kahit anong 
mangyari.

What other genres would you like to try with BATB in the 
future?
Depende pa rin sa anong kailangan ng kanta na masusulat 
natin. Gusto ko rin try progressive rock blues.

Kung flavor ka ng icecream, ano at bakit?
Strawberry ice cream kasi masarap at gusto ko ang amoy nya 
at kulay.



MARK LINCALLO- DRUMS

You learned how to play the drums in church, what kind of 
discipline did you get from that experience? 
I learned basic drumming, from dynamics to rudiments tapos 

yung iba sa youtube na lang like warm-ups and practices how 

to keep on time (metronome) while performing live.

We've been playing together since 2014 and I've seen you 
become more talkative, and I've seen you grow musically. 
How do you approach learning new skills?
I became more talkative sa banda kasi! Matagal talaga ako 

maging komportable sa isang tao eh siguro ganon kaya 

tahimik ako dati haha!

Grow musically? Talaga ba? Haha! I think it's because nung 

naging kabanda ko kayo I started to listen to other genres lalo 

na blues. 

Kamusta na lovelife mo, Mark?
Di ko na nga alam eh!
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Party-goes at Time In Manila always 
know what to expect from their hosts-- 
good times and great music. Music-scene 
legends Manolet Dario, Kevin Ruiz and 
Own Sun helped deliver in spades with 
the support of Mike Reefer, with the whole 
ensemble delivering sick beats and smooth 
grooves to the delight of their captive 
audience.
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IN TIME
M O V E M E N T



Everybody could feel the heavy tThe masters served up 
the music again as Nicky Jurado of NBK, Filbert Villalon of 
Deep Groove Collective, Pauly of Pass The Salt, and John 

Odin manned the decks of Time in Manila’s main roof as Geo 
Del Carmen and Renee Rosete powered the tunes at the 

Roofdeck.

AT TIME
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Guests at House Manila 
this July 6th had a great 
time moving to the music 
performed by DJ Regiel 
Orocay and DJ Dustin Arriola 
(DJDAXX). MC Eric Yang 
kept the crowd hopping, 
with DJ Hannah Clarissa 
Manzano bringing up the 
beat as the party went on 
into the evening.
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It really was a “Party 

Saturday” at Spade Superclub 

this July 14 with the rocking 

high notes and mesmerizing 

music coaxed from the decks 

by the wily group of DJ’s 

and MC Jan Cristobal, Mike 

Aguinalde, JV Naguit, and 

Raniel Solomon. The frenetic 

beats, super-smooth mixing, 

and deep bass rhythms got 

the crowd raising their hands, 

shaking their hips, and moving 

their bodies to the music.

Photo credit: Lloyd Villegas
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La Fiesta Saturday
@ SPADE SUPERCLUB



The crowd at UrbanQC were treated 

to the double-feature of the house 

music and also live performances this 

July 26. Deep, driving beats came 

from DJ’s Nick Hernandez, Loonyo, 

Ivan Manalang, Marvelous, and Jazz 

Zamora, with MC’s DM and Glenn Liver 

amping up the crowd.x

In between sets, performances by Benj 

Manalo, Cort, Itan, Xyza Mizrahi, Zyro 

Santos, among others, livened up the 

party..

Photo credits: Mac Villaluna
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DE10TION
@ URBNQC



 Stre3ts Urban Lifestyle Pub celebrated its 
3rd anniversary with a two-day party that 
was so good, they had take a day off just to 
recover! They did this with the help of DJ’s 
Francis Sanchez, Pete Chin, Jokko Jimenez, 
Josh Aguas, Miggy Azura, and Enzo Cooke 
dishing out their signature beats.

Performances from the bands Nairud and 
Dogpound help round out the lineup of 
the 2nd day, with Pau Tolentino, Rupert 
Feliciano, Travis Monsod, Ace Ramos, and 
MC Paolo – and hosts Chito Samontina and 
Erika – delivering the final blows that led the 
club to close down for a day’s rest.
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4 time DMC Philippine Champion, 
DMC Philippines 2018

The 24th year of DMC Philippines ended 
with a bang as DJ Dondon “SirScratch” 
Alca took the top spot among 14 finalists 
who played their hearts out on the 
decks, all in six-minute sessions, for the 
chance to represent the country in the 
DMCS World DJ grand finals to be held 
in London, October 7th. The runners up 
included  DJ Jan “Mad Tweaker” Musa 
and DJ Jam Masta.

The DMC Philippines competition resumed 
after a 4-year break, and DMC Philippine 
president Jesse Gonzales Cambosa Jr 
with co-founder Winston Desiderio were 
there,  with the judging panel consisting of 
solid names in the local music scene, like 
Boyet Sison, DJ Coki and Masta Plann’s 
DJ Sonny and DJ Ouch.

With a proven record in the DMC 
competitions,Sir Scratch came up on top 
for the 4th time, having won first place in 
1999, 2000, and 2002, counting  a 16-year 
gap from his last win.
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“SIRSCRATCH” 

WINS
THE 2018 DMC

DJ DONDON 
ALCA



  Photos: Jayzee Cezar
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BICOL TOUR 2018
WORKSHOP

Pioneer DJ Philippines held its first 
Pioneer DJ Workshop Provincial Leg 
2018 in Embarcadero de Legazpi 
Convention Hall on August 18 at 
Legazpi, Albay.

DJ  AisNicaution (Mark Nicosia) led the 
training. Aside from getting certificates 
of participation and Pioneer DJ swag, 
the attendees hand hands-on training 
in areas like analyzing tracks and 
wave forms, getting solid metadata, 
avoiding background processing that 
can crash your computer, transitioning, 
counting BPM’s, and learning to read 
and understand the sound analysis 
software’s displays.
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WITH

JEAN FRANCOIS BESCOND

     CLARINET & 
Saxophone

WORKSHOP

Participants and JB Music employees at the RICO workshop for woodwinds 

learned from a master as their resource person was Jean-François Bescond, the 

international artist relations and marketing development manager of D’Addario and 

Company’s French Woodwinds division and D’Addario Orchestral.

A clarinet player himself, Bescond had the personal background as well as the 

industry experience to not only teach the woodwinds players who attended the 

workshop, but also educate JB Music employees on the woodwinds pieces and 

supplies carried by JB Music, including the RICO brand of clarinet reeds.
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G A M E S

April 2, 2018 was the day when I received the invitation to be 
the head judge for one of the most popular MTG events here 
in the Philippines, The King of the North. The event was on 

its fifth season this year. I immediately said yes, and I’m very 
glad that I did.

By: MTG Judge Felix Capule
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THE KING OF THE NORTH:

SEASON V

Baguio City is the summer capital of 
the Philippines and is the host city of 
the event. It’s a double whammy for all 
players especially for those who come 
from the Metro and Southern Luzon at 
it’s both “business” and pleasure at the 
same time up north. One could even say 
that it’s similar to actual planeswalking 
because of the travel time from Metro 
Manila (it usually takes around 4-6 hours 
by land).

For the first time ever, there were 
two formats highlighted this season: 
Standard format which is the main event 
was scheduled for Day 1, and Modern for 
Day 2.



Day 1, Saturday
86 players, some coming from as far 
as the province of Laguna, answered 
to the call of the throne. MOE’s was the 
perfect place for the event because of 
its ambiance, food, and space. The cool 
wind of the mountain regions helped 
temper the heat of the occasion. The 
players were a mix of trial winners of 
their respective LGS and some familiar 
faces of big tournaments.

Technical difficulties became a real 
challenge during the process of enroling 
players into the event, and somehow 
another technical difficulty happened 
during the second round (thanks to 
Windows updating automatically, which 
took hours to update). Thankfully, one of 
the judge candidates brought his laptop 
along with him, so we were able to redo 
everything – from player registration, 
to re-entering the match results. While 
going about my floor judging duties, I 
couldn’t help but notice how diverse the 

format is right now. I believe that the 
more diverse the meta, the healthier 
the format (and the more creative the 
players, too).

After seven rounds of Swiss, eight 
players were named as top contenders 
for the title, but an interesting twist was 
introduced – their drafting skills would 
be tested. Enter the top 8 draft event. 
Now things got even more interesting.

Day 1 definitely featured intense and 
exciting spell-slinging action, and it 
also highlighted two female players, 
namely Danica Cervania and Veronica 
Beltran who did their best during the 
event. TKOTN Day 1 also featured two 
relatively new spellslingers Cody Sy and 
Kris Kane Fernandez. Cody made the 
top 8 while Kris almost made it to the top 
as well. This for me was a sign that it’s 
not just the meta that’s getting healthy, 
but also the player demographics.



Day 2, Modern
As I arrived at MOE’s around 11:05am, I 
ordered breakfast, settled in and waited 
for the rest of the judge staff to arrive. 
The traffic was really heavy that day 
(which is to be expected as Baguio gets 
plenty of tourists almost everyday), so 
apparently it was a good thing that the 
event would start after lunch.

Learning from the mishaps from Day 
1, we tried to avoid as much technical 
difficulties as we can that day but one 
thing that we weren’t able to avoid is 
that a lot of players forgot their DCI 
numbers, while some haven’t activated 
it yet. I really lost count on how many 
times I had to ask players for their DCI 
numbers, but it’s all in a Judge’s day of 
work.

46 players sleeved up their trusted 
Modern decks for Day 2. I saw a lot of 
familiar faces from the crowd with their 
trademark decks, and while there’s a 
high chance that one will see the usual 
decks, there’s always bound to be 
rogue/surprise decks in the lot. This day 
was no exception.

https://www.facebook.com/mematesrestobar/
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MIDNIGHT SKY
UNIQUE
GRANDMA

IN MY PRISON
IV OF SPADES

CHA-CHING
UNIQUE
GRANDMA

CHOP CHOP BLUES
BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

SISIKAT KA IHA
BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

APOY
BRA FT. SHANTI DOPE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnUGADIfr0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZJOsRC-hk8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9uBs5nA3NUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b78b8BOFc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dln8tnQANVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKOATgqp6cA
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LABAHITA
SHOTGUN COMBO

PILLARS
DYING MANIFESTO

ALAM MO BA? (ANG GULO)
ANG BANDANG SHIRLEY

BATA, DAHAN-DAHAN!
IV OF SPADES

SANA
I BELONG TO THE ZOO

SANA BUMALIK
SUD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Di95_hoZObE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T0a8-OgLPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bz-JhQDPYHI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q78lKKKr230
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea3NPjCXPeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgZg-mX__OU


AFROMAN Productions  
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production 
www.fb.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production

BARBERO Productions 
0917 8292767 | 0916 5087131 
hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/barberoprod

BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction

BEAT TRICKS Productions 
0916 3805941
www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/

BE BRIGHT BACK Production 
0948 7001100 
rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.fb.com/berightbackproduction

BEEHIVE Productions
www.fb.com/beehiveproductionsph

BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010 
www.fb.com/blackkittenproduction

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141
carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph

CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581
chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction

CHOCO SKULL Productions 
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph

CRAZY DUCK Productions 
0917 7325550 | 0905 4173991 
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction

DLIVES Productions 
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

DIRTY KNOBS Productions 
www.fb.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions

DOCDEF Productions 
docdefproductions@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod

EMS Production
www.fb.com/EMS-Production

FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial

GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction

GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction

HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188 
www.fb.com/High-Frequency-Productions

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.fb.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589 | 0915 8574568
0915 1419597  
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366
www.facebook.com/miyawprod 

MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727 
www.fb.com/MudhoneyProductions

NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd

ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396 
www.fb.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas
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OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.fb.com/outloudpilipinasevents

OVATION Productions
02 532 8883
www.facebook.com/ovationproductions 
www.ovationproductionsmanila.com

PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction

PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.fb.com/peacebombnationproduction

PEACE TOL Productions
www.fb.com/PeaceTol-Productions-

PHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387
miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.fb.com/ilovephoenixproduction

PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566
prod.central@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral

PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.fb.com/purplesunsetproductions

RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/raccoonprod

RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179
redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction

REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions

RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod

REDROCKET Productions 
redrocketprod@yahoo.com 
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/RedRocketProductions

SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787  
savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd

SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod

SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975 | 0916 2168563 
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod

SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs) 
0999 7267113 (Jonas) 
solidempireproductions@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/SolidEmpireProductions

SUBLIME EVENT Productions 
www.fb.com/Sublime.Events.Productions

SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/sxmanila

TAMBAYAN Production 
0926 3651204 
www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph

TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021 
www.fb.com/Team-Karga-Production

THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE 
riabautista@me.com 
www.fb.com/thedruggedzombie

THE SOUTHERN PROJECT 
demo@thesouthernproject.com 
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
 
TONO Events 0905 2062858 
www.facebook.com/TonoEvents

TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/TsikenStaRR-Production-

UNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126 
undertoneproduction@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction

WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS 
Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/wearetheunderdogsproductions 
www.watupph.com


